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Many people claim that electric cigarettes help one give up smoking, which however, is not correct.
Electric cigarettes can't be understood as smoking cessation device. They only replace the harmful
dangerous chemical release that you breathe in while smoking cigarettes cigarettes, thereby aiding
you escape the harmful health consequences that most smokers suffer as an after-math of
excessive tobacco smoking. If you donâ€™t realize, tobacco while burning exudes four thousand
different chemical substances that are dangerous and fatal in nature; most of these chemicals and
by-products like tar get ready your chest and result in severe lung infections. What is more, these
chemical substances are also cancerous in nature.

Electric cigarettes mainly comprise of three essential elements that contribute in its functioning
specifically, battery, atomizer, and also the cartridge. The longest end of electronic cigarettes holds
the battery and the LED light. This battery when pushed causes the electronic cigarette to function
well. It is the power storage space, other than his electronic cigarettes include microcomputer,
sensor, indicator LED light, lithium ION electric battery, and the cells. An atomizer is the smallest
part assembled between battery and cartridge. This atomizer contains the air sensor, micro-
processor and the wick that absorbs the liquid from the cartridge of e-cigarettes. So when a smoker
attempts to inhale from the e-cigarette, the sensors instantly detects its and also the micro-
processor helps in triggering the liquid so that the vapours and artificial stem along with the flavors
is released.

The liquid inside the e-cigarettes contain small amount of propylene glycol that leads to
colourlessness and odourless propensity of these e-cigs. This also allows the smoker a feel of really
smoking an ordinary cigarette minus the harmful chemicals or carcinogenic smoke coming out of the
cigarettes. We let the switch to electric cigarettes, holding your wellbeing and safety in our mind. E-
cigarettes taste and feel just like normal cigarettes yet they are totally smoke-free and tar-free.
Asaroâ€™s e-cigs also produce fumes to satisfy you psychologically. This fume dissipates quickly
without leaving and dangerous after impact on anyoneâ€™s mind or body. Thus, you can enjoy your
smoke as much as you desire but there will be no staining of teeth or burning or hard skin on the
fingers or holes in the clothing.

E-cigarettes are also not burnt; that is, they require not require any fire or burning so it does not
need to be lit. Electronic cigarettes come in various flavours such as tobacco and menthol, which
means you could choose your pick without having to worry about the ill-consequences that it might
lead to. You could effortlessly pick the flavour of your choice and enjoy a refreshing smoke every
now and then! E-cigs taste and feel similar to the real tobacco cigarettes, and yet are much more
cost-effective and economically guaranteeing than the real cigarettes. Electronic cigarettes can be
enjoyed in most public places (with the permission of the authority, of-course). Places that are non-
smoking zones also grant you the opportunity of enjoying smoking by using an electronic cigarette!
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